What can artistic participation bring about for older people whose mental health is declining? What do you have to take into account from the side of the artist or the elderly care facility ?

A growing number and longer living
due disability in concentration: reduce the offer
create the right context for art experience
there is no inappropriate behavior
the art experience of the customer is more important
than the well feeling of the artist
or the well being of his art
have a mental disability
ARE NOT disabled but HAVE a DISABILITY

every reaction is a reaction

do not ignore
what does it mean?

getting agitated in the afternoon = sunset syndrome
sense of insecurity

especially in darkness

symtoms of dementia
TV-soaps in prime time

give structure to evening ritual
belongs also to culture

Broad cultural
interest by recognition ?
art is for everyone but not everyone loves art
interest by involvement, relationship with art

if caregivers know then they have to apply
the life-story, the habits of the care-user

Heritage
modern art
Music
ART
Beware of working conditions for those
who accompany

nothing can be wrong
it's all in the experience, stupid !

Community art

Visual art
Passive consuming
As artist

Advantage: an artist doesn't have to conform
An artist has to stimulate the positive image

Art realization
Important to learn

You dont't have to be an artist to use art
Inclusion

It's an attitude
daily round tools and the own voice

Why has it to be specifik for older people ?
Art experience

What is specific for older people ?
A durable art experience

Does it has to be the goal ?
The importance of the art experience NOW
Without being aware because of dementia
- beware to expose the person

Ex-artist stopped making art due his disability
Active participation

Lifelong artist evoluates

Mr. B. theme "flowers"

Never been artist spares the time
to cultivate art competence
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Not because you loved riding a horse, you
like being driven in a covered waggon

